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26 LETTERS



Introduction.

Ten years as being a designer working on some of the
most exiting and challenging briefs, along side some of
the most talented and creative people in the industry.
The knowledge that has been absorbed is still very
young, the outlook and passion for design is as hungry 
as ever. There is a constant search for development, in
both professional and personal research. Typography has
always been at the forefront of any creative execution.
From starting as an apprentice sign-writer to sitting
alongside Gert Dumbar, the need to engage, challenge,
inspire and create is forever present. Each medium 
possesses different challenges and adaption to the 

application and technologies involved. From the early
day’s in print graphics to learning hands on the process
of typographic animations and audio visual through to
the complex and rule ruled world of interactive media,
the outset has always been the same - to research and
evolve. What are you trying to say, how are you trying 
to say it, and who are you saying it to - 90% of design 
is about thinking, execution always comes last.
Technologies, style, society, consumer trends and the
need for visual information constantly change, as does
the mind set of the designer. This showcase book
explores some of the varied projects undertaken 

through 3 areas of graphic design, print graphics, film
and television and interactive media. It explores some 
of the boundaries possible within the given contexts 
of the brief. There are too many names to mention, 
but without the patience, help, encouragement and
training of the incredible people I have worked with and
been taught by over the last ten years, non of this would
have ever been possible. This is a snap shot of just some
of the projects undertaken. This book is in honor to you
all.  You know who you are. Thank You.

 



PRINT GRAPHICS
PROJECTS: 17



Client:
Sketch Book

Final year sketch book and research document exploring
the distortion of typography using technology and mixed
printed media.

College: Year:
AIB 1997

Executions
Print Graphics



Client:
Toni&Guy Art Directors Book

Pushing the boundaries of typographic layout with style
generated and fashion orientated photography, the
Toni&Guy Art Directors book is the yearly showcase that
demonstrates the creative impact of the company.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1997

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Copywriting
Editorial



Client:
Polaroid

Self initiated research project exploring early 
fax machines and the effect of printing direct 
onto under-exposed polaroid film.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1998

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography



Client:
Polaroid

Self initiated research project exploring early 
fax machines and the effect of printing direct 
onto under-exposed polaroid film.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1999

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography



Client:
Dali Film Festival

Complete visual framework for the 2000 Dali Film Festival
held in the South Bank, London. The visual framework
was applied to all printed and online executables.

Company: Year:
68 Studios 2000

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Copywriting
Editorial



Client:
We like Cheese

Bespoke photoshoot for 68 studios self promotional 
marketing material. All typography was shot photographically
and applied to screen-grab backgrounds

Company: Year:
68 Studios 2002

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Copywriting
Editorial



Client:
Grand Union

Bespoke photoshoot for Grand Union self promotional 
marketing material. Used in both on and off-line 
marketing material

Company: Year:
Bang 2003

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Copywriting
Editorial



Client:
TT Club

Visual Framework for the annual report for TT Club.
Multiple cut-outs were used to create a powerful graphic
language which in turn had endless options for layout.
Used in both on and off-line marketing material.

Company: Year:
Bang 2003

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Copywriting
Editorial



Client:
HBM

The website for HBM was the final implementation of 
a new visual approach already developed in their off-line
marketing campaign designed by Twentysix Letters. 
The campaign was based around the images telling the
story, with key messages typographically added to the
images. This approach gave the audience a different 
spin on receiving marketing messages, and the images
can be used as stand alone selling points in e-marketing 
campaigns or as a group to tell a set selling point.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2004

Executions
Website
Photography



Client:
Throw The Cow

A portal design from the Twentysix Lecture series - this
website showcased the best up and coming students
picked from various art colleges and D&AD entries. The
branding took the name literally and became a photo
image visual.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2004

Executions
Print Graphics
Photography

Website
E-commerce



Client:
Focard

Designing a website for a photographer but not in the 
usual image based way - the AJAX animated website 
was a mixture of image v typography. The letters formed 
the navigation throughout the site to give the user a
unique yet simple way of image search and navigation

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2005

Executions
Website



Client:
Pandora International

The re-branding of Pandora International required not
just a new brand, but an umbrella visual framework to
encompass their products. Each had to have its own
mark, yet remain immediately recognizable as part of the
family. The framework had to be flexible, and change to
match the complex and varied media through Pandora’s
communication channels. From print, in a variety of
brochure formats, through to exhibitions in Amsterdam
and Las Vegas and presented through on-screen graphics
and interactive demos, the brand continues to grow in
both on and off-line environments whilst maintaining 
a consistent and professional approach.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2005

Executions
Exhibition Graphics
Interactive Demos

Website
Print Graphics

Corporate Identity
Branding

Audio Visual
Information Graphics



Client:
JetArt

Designing a corporate identity for an independent artist, 
the logo takes a direct pull from the name - Judy Elizabeth
Tinsley. The logo elements are real - therefore, the paper
planes act as an all in one brand execution, photographic
logo, folded business card, information sheet, stationary
and promotional material. The brand is then converted 
for use as the supposing visual framework in the online 
e-commerce environment and offline as brand promotion
through exhibitions and events.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2005

Executions
Branding
Interactive Media

Online/Offline Marketing
CMS



Client:
Jenahura

Although keeping the corporate identity intact, 
the challenge was to create a brand new visual 
framework which not only had longevity, but would 
create a unique supporting identity for Jenahura 
in both on and offline environments, and be flexible 
to adapt with the businesses changing needs. Using 
the key elements of the sports promotion business, 
various sectors were chosen and singled out in 
photographic cut-outs - therefore each sport had 
a representing icon, and by combining them, the 
client has an infinite number of visual executions.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2006

Executions
on/offline Marketing
CMS website

Visual Frame-working
Print Graphics



Client:
Montage-Media

Montage-Media’s new corporate identity required 
a concept on a more artistic front than literal. Another
photographic branding exercise, 4 transparent cube’s
were made and shot in various locations, both urban, 
studio and natural. The transparent box represents 
the endless thinking and creative input from 
montage-media’s web-based solutions whilst working
within the constraints of a given brief. This execution
means the final corporate identity can be flexible in 
any media, selecting the appropriate background to 
suit the right environment. 

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2007

Executions
Branding
Corporate Identity

Location Sourcing
Photoshoot



Client:
Twentysix Letters

The exploration of typography in a photographic 
sense, a self initiated project that explores the letter
form as shape as opposed to font. As with all 
twentysix projects, simplicity is key and rarely are 
computer effects used to aid the end result. The 
project concentrates on mass shapes begin created 
when random combinations of letters are grouped, 
with either none or one being singled out.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2007

Executions
Photoshoot



Client:
Twentysix Letters Project M

A self initiated research project exploring the natural
effects of ice when exposed to heat. As the letters distort
with the melting ice, unique shapes are formed from the
original typeface, before disappearing into nothing. 
Each letter was shot 50 times over the given period 
and each still was then bolted together to make a short
time-lapsed film of the morphing effects.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2007

Executions
Photoshoot
Film





FILM & TELEVISION
PROJECTS: 10



Client:
China Records

Background footage shot for a music video on cine-cam.
Colour was applied direct to the film, re-scanned and
then digitized.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1999

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation

Client:
TONI&GUY

TONI&GUY video projection - live footage from the 
catwalk projected directly onto the back wall of the 
show with a projected typographic animation. The 
typographic animations could be changed live to project
the correct words and marketing messages.

Company: Year:
HBM 1998

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation



Client:
Design Museum

Short 6 minute feature film for BT in aid of the 
Design Classics Exhibition at the Design Museum 
London. The film was shot within the confined 
spaces of a public telephone box.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1999

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation

Client:
Design Museum

Typographic film shot using cine-cam. No animation or
effects were used to create the graphics. The typography
was shot using an easy-reader taken directly from the
input screen and overlaid onto film.

Company: Year:
HBM London 1999

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation



Client:
RCA Corporate DVD

Short 6 minute feature film for RCA promoting their 
key values and showcasing the best work in an audio
visual environment using typographic animation. The
graphics were photographed and animated to create 
the animations.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2002

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation

Client:
68 Studios DVD

Short 6 minute feature film for 68 Studios promoting
their key values and showcasing the best work in an
audio visual environment using typographic animation.
The graphics were photographed and animated to 
create the animations.

Company: Year:
68 Studios 2001

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation



RCA Leasesoft

RCA sought to promote a short film showcasing the key
benefits of the client’s product, with live cut footage and
animated typographic sequences. The challenge was to
create a unique film, whilst maintaining the brand values
and corporate look already implemented. Everything,
from the people to the typography was filmed in real
time, so no special effects were used. The film runs for 
six minutes.

Company: Year:
Twentysix Letters 2005

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation

JDFI DVD

Short 6 minute training video for JFDI aimed at the
media industry and journalists. The graphics were taken
from new print to make the backgrounds and the 
commentator was shot on blue screen. Both were then
merged together to give the final effect.

Company: Year:
Bang 2005

Executions
Film & Television
Typographic Animation





INTERACTIVE MEDIA

 



Interactive Media

The years of e-commerce and websites. Projects worked
on ranged from Hometrack - the online property analysis
experts first website, HSBC, Norwich Union, Allders,
Whitards and ebay.  Following copy is an extract from 
e-consultancy magazine 12.09.2000:

Hometrack has become the latest site to enter the 
crowded online property services market. But, having
entrusted interactive agency Hyperlink with its design
and build, the site is trying to match others of its ilk 
with services that are actually useful to the user.

Toby Tinsley, Hyperlink art director, explains that the
brief had two main elements: “We had to create an 
environment that displayed information very quickly, and
had to make the site as a whole something that wouldn't
date.” This is because the site is expected to have, firstly,
users looking for quick market stats and, secondly, a high
volume of repeat users. “We had to design a look and
interface that users would not easily become bored
with,” he says. Hyperlink was contracted to handle the
complete design and build of the site, including 
managing full hosting at the Globix co-location centre.
Tinsley advises that phase one of the project, which went
live recently, took around a month from concept to
launch, with a team of 2 project leaders, 7 designers,
6 programmers and freelance copywriters involved.

The site runs on Linux, with 3 Apache webservers and 
2 Cisco routers handling load balancing, and currently
comprises what is called the Index service, which provides
aggregated property data based on selected estate
agents. Information is currently only available on 
postcodes within the M25, but greater national coverage
is expected for the coming phase 2 and 3 rollouts. “When
phase 2 goes live [in October], users will be entering 
a very different site, with the index a small but very
important part,” says Tinsley.

The index data includes number of registered buyers,
sellers and average prices for any given area. Updated
monthly, it also tracks percentage changes in those 
measurements. New data is gathered by hometrack staff
and will soon be input directly via an interface being
developed by Hyperlink. Phase 2, Tinsley says, will be 
a bit more “front-endy”, with more iconography; 
graphics will play a big part in the welcome, though he
explains that a balance has to be maintained between
easy navigation and generating complex, dynamic 
content.Further functionality planned for the next stage
is an interface for sellers to submit their properties, while 
with phase 3, slated for release in November, the site is
expected to become a fully-transactional market and 
e-commerce site.

Interestingly, the site has not yet used any packaged 
solutions, with Hyperlink having coded the entire site
with Javascript and dHTML. “The site is all inhouse code,
using Java and JSPs (Java Server Pages) on the back-end
with an Oracle 8.06 database,” says Jari Worsley,
Hyperlink senior programmer and tech lead on the 
project. “The structure uses our EOS libraries, which we
developed inhouse,” he continues. Worsley however
declines to explain the libraries further, or even say 
what EOS stands for, except to add they are a set of 
components the agency uses across projects.

With the development of phase 3, when the site may
offer payment facilities, one possible system partner
could be Datacash, for handling payment processing.
Worsley says it's a company Hyperlink has used in the
past, although no firm decision has been made in this
case. It may also be looking for an encryption partner in
future, since although there is “nothing sensitive on the
site yet,” the usual security will be introduced with stage
2, says Worsley, when protecting sellers' details will
become an issue.

One definite decision in the programming scheme was
to not use Flash. “In line with the brief, the last thing

we wanted is people having to download a Flash 
plug-in,” says Tinsley. “With what we have there, the 
site is compatible with 90% of browsers. There are bits 
of Flash in phase 2, to jazz it up slightly, but the
Javascript will detect any non-Flash browsers and 
instantly flip to a static graphic.”

He adds that the intended target audience for
Hometrack is not “Flash-oriented.” This is echoed by
Hometrack's technical director, Simon Stephens. “Our 
site is definitely one of those that does things. It's not
just a portal but is about performing functions,” he
enthuses. This recognition informed the company's 
decision to go with Hyperlink, which pitched with two
other undisclosed agencies for the account. “We 
definitely looked for a company that was very strong 
on the backend. Although design is also important, we
knew we'd come a cropper without it,” Stephens says.
Hyperlink are definitely backend people, and that gave
us confidence.” Stephens adds that they've also looked 
at third-party content management systems, but have so
far felt the site hasn't needed one. Introducing one later,
however, has not been ruled out.

Stephens is also happy with the level of redundancy
Hyperlink is providing. “There's a back-up database and
server at Hyperlink, which is linked to Globix via a 100Mb
fibre cable, but the agency is also soon bringing Level3
online,” he says. 

“A single ISP still presents a point a failure, so having
both Globix and Level3 online - so if the Globix site 
goes down we can flip to the Level3 site - means 
actually having a good level of redundancy.”

“Any way we can make buying or selling a home easier
we're looking at,” says Stephens, explaining that while
Hometrack has been very busy getting the Index part of
the site up and running, particularly with regard to 
getting the estate agents involved, it can now start to
look at other useful, more general services. For example, 
providing local maps is in the pipeline.

“It's a tall order to produce a site that does really useful
things for users, and is not just fluffy,” he continues.
Certainly, doing things that are not already being 
done is hard, with Hometrack entering what is a very
crowded market space.

However, with the housing market still a very 
convoluted process for both buyers and sellers, 
particular for first-timers, any service that helps 
make that process simpler has a chance of becoming
indispensable, especially among internet services. As
Tinsley puts it: “It's quite a daunting prospect to think
[someone's] selling your property online, so we've
designed it to say ‘this is not too difficult, but can be
good fun'.

Since setting up and running Twentysix Letters, all 
new technologies have been embraced and tried. From
Focard’s AJAX animated website to Pandora
International’s CMS - each site is designed and built 
to last, each with the impact of their off-line graphics.




